
Release of Partner Portal
Rome, March

The UNHRD Portal is launched to facilitate the communication between partners and UNHRD.
It provides reporting and monitoring tools for stocks and operations, hub details, goods

importation regulations and much more.

Group of Friends UNHRD
Rome, October

The Permanent Representation of Spain to the UN-agencies in Rome holds, in collaboration
with the one of Italy, a brown bag lunch at the WFP Headquarters in Rome to illustrate

UNHRD’s activities and discuss its challenges and opportunities.

Ebola Outbreak
Democratic Republic of the Congo/Uganda,
July
In addition to supporting partners’ efforts in the
fight against EVD in the country, UNHRD
boosts WFP and WHO’s regional response
plan in neighbouring Uganda by managing 25
consignments (equalling 147 MT) of stocks
and deploying four staff members to Kampala
to provide logistics support.

Field Team in Bahamas
Bahamas September

Three members of the UNHRD
Field Team are deployed to
Abaco Islands to install
logistics equipment and

contribute to WFP’s efforts in
supporting the Government
and the National Emergency
Management Agency (NEMA).

Irish Aid’s Standby Partner
Accra, June

Conor Fyans, an engineer specialising in
renewable energy, is seconded from Irish
Aid to UNHRD in Accra to work on further
reducing the hub's operating costs and

carbon footprint, providing better
independence from the national grid.

Innovation in Progress
Brindisi
The UNHRD Lab works on new cold-chain and storage equipment for field
operations, such as a light weight inflatable refrigerated tent, an insulated
reefer container with solar panels (‘Suntainer’), and a new semi-permanent
storage kit, integrated with a solar power system.

Officials’ Visits
Brindisi, December
The Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MAECI), H.E.
Luigi Di Maio, visits UNHRD’s original facilities in Brindisi, accompanying the
UN Secretary-General, Antonio Guterres, in his first official visit to Italy.

Field Team in Mozambique
Beira, March – May
As Cyclone Idai made landfall in Mozambique, five members of our Field Team immediately head
to Beira, the port city at the epicentre of the crisis. The team works in coordination with key actors
and partners on the ground to handle cargo and install equipment.

Expanding Warehousing in Yemen
Sana’a, January - April
UNHRD manages the delivery of 608 mobile storage units
(MSUs) to WFP Yemen, providing 183,000 m² of
warehouse capacity. If installed side by side, these would
make up 18 km of a two-lane highway.

Capacity Strengthening
Kuala Lumpur, August
UNHRD Kuala Lumpur hosts the third
edition of the training on Pharma and Public
Health Supply Chain Management in
collaboration with HELP Logistics,
introducing medical practitioners to the
humanitarian medical supply chain.

In-kind Flight Donated by IHC
Dubai, March - April
The International Humanitarian City in
Dubai donates four airlifts to
Mozambique coordinated by UNHRD;
236 MT of cargo for 13 partners are
dispatched at the onset of Cyclone
Idai response.

Global Partner Meeting
Copenhagen, October

Thirty-three organizations gather in Copenhagen, hosted by the
UNICEF Supply Division, for the annual partner meeting, working
together to explore solutions for stronger emergency preparedness

and response with UNHRD.
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